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PIECE & PLANE
SLATE Contemporary's upcoming exhibition, Piece & Plane features artworks by Eric Bohr, Heather Jones,
Kerith Lisi, and Silvia Poloto. The thematic concept that underlies this exhibition is the collective focus on
abstract compositions made by piecing together flat shapes. In each case, these shapes live in some material
form before the work is begun, pre-existing the final composition, and providing a personal palette for each
artist. Clearly, however, the outcome of each work is never pre-determined. Instead, a process of decisionmaking ensues, with the artists re-arranging parts or pieces until the perfect balance is achieved. The
resulting artworks rest on the relationships between their internal components, not only across the surface,
but also within the shallow depth of field where layers literally or merely seem to overlap, hinting at other
unseen forms that may or may not exist beyond the visible plane.
Assemblage and collage are integral to the process of all four artists. Heather Jones, for example, cuts,
assembles, and joins pieces of fabric together to create compositions that speak of 20th century abstraction
yet evoke elements traditional quilt making. Kerith Lisi similarly draws some inspiration from quilt patterns
but works with hardback book covers, book cloth, and book spines, which she cuts and reassembles using
adhesive and/or embroidery thread. Silvia Poloto uses paper as her primary medium, glueing it to wood
panel and then selectively pulling parts of it back, adding and subtracting to create a layered composition.
Eric Bohr’s work (the only true “paintings” in the exhibition) are actually informed by preparatory paper
collages, through which he explores the shapes, colors, and compositions that are vital to the eventual
outcome of each painting.

Eric Bohr

Eric Bohr
Eric Bohr is a painter consistently excited by material experimentation. Combining technique with various media – ink, paper, found
objects –provides him with the means to truly revel in his work. Bohr enjoys working with collage as illustrated in his Still Life series
which incorporates mixed-media collage, departing from the still life genre typically associated with painting. The tactility of collage
making is an important part of Bohr’s artistic process which also informs his other bodies of work.

Bohr in fact works primarily in acrylic paint on canvas, but often bases his painted compositions oﬀ of small-scale collages. When
assembling these preliminary collages, Bohr focuses on shape, depth, and color which are then translated to his paintings on
canvas. Bohr’s ongoing painting series Frontiers, are colorist, hard-edge paintings concerned with indicating space in the simplest
manner possible. The relative relationships between the borders, shapes, and colors create a sense of depth with layered forms
hovering in front of and behind the picture plane, seemingly floating and moving past one another.

Despite the planning that goes into each piece, Bohr still works intuitively, learning and developing lines of inquiry to complete
compositions. His desire to have spontaneous moments of change and discovery while working is best captured through his use of
acrylic paint, which by its nature, allows for quick decisions and revisions. Bohr likes to leave the lines and marks of progressive
experimentation visible in the final painting to show the work of his hands: in this way his work remains fresh, vital and alive.

Eric is a painter, writer, and installation artist living and working in Oakland, California. He was born and raised in Lansing, Michigan,
and studied painting at Michael Jacobs Fine Arts in Venice, California. He has exhibited throughout California as well as New York City
and Washington DC.

Eric Bohr

Frontiers Untitled
Acrylic on canvas, framed
40 x 30
$2,700

Eric Bohr

Frontiers 28
Acrylic on canvas, framed
48 x 36
$3,600

Eric Bohr

Frontiers 29
Acrylic on canvas, framed
36 x 48
$3,600

Eric Bohr

Frontiers 32
Acrylic on canvas, framed
48 x 36
$3,600

Heather Jones

Heather Jones
Heather Jones is an artist whose work questions and pushes traditional conceptions of both quilt making and painting by exploring the formal
possibilities of color and design.
The artist’s works are created by cutting fabric with scissors, building a composition through assemblage and collage, joining the fabric
components together with a sewing machine, and pressing the fabric with an iron. Once the composition is complete, Jones stretches the fabric
around a wooden panel and staples it into place, allowing the final gestures to be made as a result of the fabric and its seams under tension. By
manipulating fabric and pulling it taut, seam lines shift and stretch, revealing their final placement only once the work is finished. Jones’ chosen
material is integral to her artistic process as she explains: “I am drawn to fabric, to its familiarity, its inherent qualities of saturated color and
textural luminosity, and its invitation to be touched. Fabric reflects, captures, and interacts with light in a way that no paint can.”
Jones’ work is grounded in the tradition and history of textiles and the ways it has intersected with politics, race and gender throughout time. She
writes:
I am interested in the historical and socio-political relationship between women and textiles and women’s work. I explore the relationship
between gender, place, time, and culture in my work, as a way of connecting with my Euro-Appalachian ancestors who settled into
southern Ohio and eastern Kentucky, many of whom made goods with their hands as their livelihood and connection to their ancestral
homes. Conceptually, my work carries on the tradition of woman as maker, pushes the boundary between fine art and craft, and
questions the definition of painting.
A native Cincinnatian, Jones studied art history at the University of Cincinnati’s College of Design, Art, Architecture, and Planning, earning both a
Bachelor of Arts and Master of Arts (ABT). She currently lives outside of the city on a small farm with her husband and two children. Her work has
been exhibited widely at national and international venues including the Taft Museum of Art, Cincinnati, OH; Iowa Quilt Museum, Winterset, IA;
New England Quilt Museum, Lowell, MA; the University of California, Berkley, CA; Boecker Contemporary, Heidelberg, Germany; Five Walls,
Melbourne, Australia; and M17 Contemporary Art Center, Kiev, Ukraine. Jones’ first book, Quilt Local: Finding Inspiration in the Everyday was
released in October 2015 by STC Craft, an imprint of Abrams, New York. She was selected as an artist-in-residence for Kehinde Wiley’s inaugural
class at Black Rock Senegal.

Heather Jones

No Spoken Words
Sewn cotton on panel
24 x 18
$1,700

Heather Jones

No Spoken Words
Sewn cotton on panel
24 x 18
$1,700

Heather Jones

Nothing to Keep Us
Sewn cotton on panel
24 x 18
$1,700

Heather Jones

Nothing to Stop This
Sewn cotton on panel
24 x 18
$1,700

Heather Jones

I Wait for You
Sewn cotton on panel
20 x 16
$1,500

Heather Jones

That’s Where I Should Have Been
Sewn cotton on panel
20 x 16
$1,500

Kerith Lisi

Kerith Lisi
Kerith Lisi cuts and re-assembles book covers to create compositions that present a mastery of color theory and speak to the poetic nature of
the material she works with. As the artist explains, “I’ve always loved the feel and look of a well-worn book with evidence of handling in soft velvet
patches with handwritten notes preserved inside.” Kerith’s work encourages us to slow down and notice the details; the imperfections, textures,
colors and signs of age on each book cover piece’s surface. By repurposing old books that would otherwise be recycled, she is able to create
something new and unexpected that still carries forward the story of the material.
In preparation for her book cover collage pieces, Kerith uses embroidery thread to work out various color combinations and this attention to color
theory is evident in her work. Kerith’s work reflects her interest in interactions between values as her compositions harmonize vibrant and
sometimes surprising color palettes. She then turns to her source material to bring the palette together which involves a meditative process of
adding and subtracting pieces. The shapes in Kerith’s compositions seem to defy the rigidity of their stiﬀ medium as they form radiating circles,
soft curves, triangles and stacked rectangles that vary in size.
Due to the tactile and re-assembly driven nature of her work, Kerith has found inspiration in contemporary and traditional quilting practices
involving reusing scraps such as Japanese boro, Korean pojagi, and the improvisational quilts from Gee’s Bend. Learning about quilting layouts
has informed Kerith’s own practice, despite the diﬀerence in materials. From these points of inspiration Kerith is able to craft compositions that
evoke some of the qualities of hand-made everyday items such as quilts, but at the same time, are highly conceptual.
Kerith finds there is additional creativity to be found in working with limited, discarded materials as she describes:
There is an ever-present challenge to creatively solve how to puzzle together the pieces that comes from working with a material that is in
relative short supply and varying size. It becomes a conversation between the pieces themselves that I am just facilitating. The process is
always inviting in the sense that it oﬀers such freedom from expectation with respect to the end result.

Kerith Lisi’s work has been exhibited at the de Young Museum (San Francisco, CA), SLATE contemporary (Oakland, CA), Marin Museum
of Contemporary Art (Novato, CA), STUDIO Gallery (San Francisco, CA) and Seager Gray Gallery (Mill Valley, CA). She studied at the Academy of
Art in San Francisco and earned a B.A. in International Relations from UC Davis. Kerith lives and works in San Carlos, California with her husband and
two children.

Kerith Lisi

Overlap 1
Book on board
26 x 25
$2,500

Kerith Lisi

Overlap 2
Book on board
25.5 x 24
$2,500

Kerith Lisi

Overlap 4
Book on board
26 x 25
$2,500
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Silvia Poloto
Silvia Poloto has worked in a variety of media, including photography, sculpture, painting and video. She is a restless creative, who is always
searching for a fresh visual language combining new materials and presentations. Elements of each of these media find their home in her
current Wabi Sabi series, which combines paper collage (mainly poster ephemera) with painting and drawing. The resulting works are, on the
one hand, incredibly quiet and subtle, with soft tone-on-tone dynamics and nearly-invisible passages of text barely coming through the
layers. On the other hand, these works are also very bold, with strong contrast coming from her use of black, and a very spontaneous and
physical process of building up and tearing back that is evident in the work. In her own words, Poloto explains:
This body of work is an examination of letting go – of attitudes, old beliefs, dreams and emotions, a clearing of all things
unnecessary in order to strip bare to the essential. My method is process-based. Like the Abstract Expressionists, I work in the space
between control and lack of control, to find a sense of potentiality and presence. For this body of work, I use paper as a primary
medium – gluing and pulling the paper back leaving marks, which become the underlying structure of the painting. The nicks and
scars left behind record the creative process, resulting in work that is imperfect and unpredictable, yet inevitable, with poise and
strength of character. This body of work is also a metaphor for home–an empty space I created, inhabited by objects that I placed
inside it. Because both my studio and my home sit right on the San Francisco Bay, I am also present every day to the expansiveness
of sea and the sky, and the quiet breathing space these natural elements offer. I try to capture this in the Wabi Sabi series, creating
works that are strong and spacious at the same time.

Born in Brazil, Silvia Poloto has been working in California for more than twenty years. Her work has been featured in exhibitions at the Yerba
Buena Center for the Arts, the Italian American Museum, and the deYoung Museum, where she was an artist-in-residence. Her work has been
exhibited throughout the U.S. and abroad (including the United Arab Emirates, France, Spain, Jordan, Italy, Romania, Croatia, Bulgaria,
Turkey, Greece and China, among others) and has been acquired by more than 80 institutional and corporate entities and by more than 900
private collectors around the world. She is represented by galleries in Portland, San Francisco, Park City, and by SLATE contemporary in
Oakland. Silvia Poloto currently lives and works in San Francisco, CA.

Silvia Poloto

Wabi Sabi 96 B
Mixed media on panel
60 x 48
$7,200

Silvia Poloto

Wabi Sabi 93
Mixed media on panel
45 x 30
$4,500

Silvia Poloto

Wabi Sabi 46
Mixed media on panel
45 x 30
$4,500

